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Abstract 
Lean manufacturing is often seen as a set of tools that reduce the total cost and improve the quality of manufactured products. 

The lean management philosophy is one which targets waste reduction in every facet of the manufacturing business; however, 
only recently have studies linked lean management philosophies with improving environmental sustainability. These studies 

suggest that lean manufacturing is more than a set of lean tools that can optimize manufacturing efficiencies; it is a process and 

mindset that needs to be integrated into daily manufacturing systems to achieve sustainability. The foundry industry, as well as 

manufacturing in general, has significant challenges in the current regulatory and political climate with developing an 

economically and environmentally sustainable business model. Lean manufacturing has proven itself as a model for both 

economic sustainability and environmental stewardship. Several recent studies have shown that both lean and green techniques 

and “zero-waste” policies also lead to reductions in overall cost. 

 

This paper reviews the literature and some of the lean principles such as the Value Stream Mapping and Waste elimination by 

implementing 5S in the organization. This paper also aims at reducing lead time by eliminating stress relieving cycle with 

extended cooling of castings in the mould and stabilize the sand casting process by rationalization of the material grades. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------***------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 No Bake Sand Casting Process 

No Bake is a casting process that uses chemical binders to 

bond the molding sand. The sand is then transported to the 

mold fill station in preparation for filling of the mold. A 

mixer is then used to blend sand with the chemical binder 

and the catalyst. When the sand exits the mixer, the binder 

begins the hardening process.  
 

After the compaction process, a rollover process is used to 

remove the mold from the pattern box. The mould is then 

readied for handling the molten metal. After a shakeout 

process, the molded sand is taken away from the casting. 

Then various procedures follow including the finishing and 

the sand can be reclaimed by thermal means.  

 

In the No-Bake resin sand casting process, sand molds are 

created using a wood, metal, or plastic pattern. Sand is 

mixed with a plastic binder in a high-speed mixer. This sand 
is deposited into box containing the pattern and all essential 

gating, risers and chills for pouring.  

 

The sand mixture sets up hard in a few minutes and the 

mold is removed from the pattern. Cores for forming 

internal passages in the castings are made using the same 

process. Cores are carefully placed into the molds. The 

molds are then closed and are ready for pouring.  

 

The chemical nature of the binders makes this a highly 

specialized process that has to been handled with 

considerable expertise and knowledge.[1] 

 

 
 

1.2 Value Stream Mapping 

Value stream mapping is a lean-management method for 

analyzing the current state and designing a future state for 

the series of events that take a product or service from its 
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beginning through to the customer. At Toyota, it is known 

as "material and information flow mapping"[2]. 

 

1.3 Stress Relieving 

Stress relieving is carried out on metal products in order to 

minimise residual stresses in the structure thereby reducing 

the risk of dimensional changes during further 
manufacturing or final use of the component.  

 

Machining, and cutting, as well as plastic deformation, will 

cause a build up of stresses in a material. These stresses 

could cause unwanted dimension changes if released 

uncontrolled, for example during a subsequent heat 

treatment. To minimise stresses after machining and the risk 

for dimension changes the component can be stress relieved. 

 

Stress relieving is normally done after rough machining, but 

before final finishing such as polishing or grinding. 

 
Parts that have tight dimensional tolerances, and are going 

to be further processed, for example by nitrocarburising, 

must be stress relieved. 

 

Welded structures can be made tension free by stress 

relieving. 

 

1.4 Rationalization 

Rationalization means the increase of work process 

effectiveness on the basis of introducing (rationalizing) 

arrangements in partial steps of the given activity. 

 

At the rationalizing process it is the improvement of the 
human activity, increase of its effectiveness; increase of 

economic efficiency; summary of arrangements for the most 

effective utilization of work force and technology on the 

basis of the most modern knowledge of science and 

technology. 

Thus, rationalization means the selection of the right way to 

the simplification of the production process and process 

analysis with the goal to reach its purposeful arrangement 

[3]. 

 

1.5 Methodology 

The methodology followed is the DMAIC 
 

Define Phase: 

Problem Definition 

Structural castings are one of the basic raw material for any 
of the machine tool industry. The cost and quality of these 

castings play an important role in the profitability of the 

business. These castings are produced in their own foundry 

through No Bake Sand Moulding process. There are six 

grades of castings , 3 Grey cast iron ( G2, G3, G4) and 3 

Spherodical Graphite Iron ( SG1, SG2, SG3) produced using 

no bake process. Due to the variety of grades there is less 

stabilization in the production of these castings and more 

rejections have occurred. 

 

Objectives 

Primary Objective: 

To improve sand casting process in foundry, supply 

improved and reduced cost castings to the Machine tool 
Industry. 

 

Secondary Objective: 

 To reduce lead time by Value Stream Mapping 

 To rationalize casting grades and improve productivity 

 To eliminate Stress Relieving cycle or do stress 

relieving only once for critical castings 

 To reduce design related defects 

 To eliminate 7 wastes applying lean principles 

 

 

Gantt Chart 
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As is Process Map 

 
 

Measure phase 

Current State Value Stream Mapping 
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Takt Time calculation 

 

Working shift per day = 2 

Working hours per shift = 9½ hours 

Available time per shift = 570 minutes 
Tea break per shift = 2breaks * 10 minutes= 20 minutes 

Lunch break per shift = 30 minutes 

Down time per shift = 0 

Net working time per shift = [available time- (breaks+break 

down)]=[570-(20+30+0)]=520 

Customer demand per day = 20 Nos or 10000kg 

Takt time = Available production time/Total daily quantity 

required=1040/20= 52minutes 

 

Rejection Details 

 Overall casting rejections( For Financial Year Apr 

2014- Mar 2015) 

 

 
 

 Type Of Defects Found Gradewise 

 

 
 

 More number of defects are found in grades G4 and 

SG1 

 Based on the percentage, SG1 stands 1st with more 

percent of rejections. Since the process of 

producing castings of grade SG is complicated than 

producing castings with grade FG. 

 

 Top Components Rejected 

 
 
 After analysing the rejection data, we found that 

out of the 5 structural components (Table, Cross 

slide, Milling Head, Column & Base) the most 

rejected components are Table & Cross slide. 

Hence these two structural components are 

considered for study & experimentation. 

 

2.3 Analyse Phase 

 TO REDUCE DESIGN RELATED DEFECTS IN THE 

CASTINGS IN TABLE & CROSS SLIDE 

 

 
 

1. Table 

 The castings of table differ in sizes based on the model 

of machine tool and its use. 

 From the analysis it was found that more rejections are 

in HSTC table which is a SG casting. 

 Other Tables are made of grey iron and the rejections 

are less compared to HSTC table 
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2. Cross Slide 

 Most of the cross slides were rejected because of the 

shrinkage in the lead screw bore area which was 

machined unnecessarily. 

 

 
 

Hence the suggestion for rationalising the grades was 

arrived and the part nos which are to be rationalised was 

identified based on their application, size and model. 

 

 
 

 
 

 To reduce this defect shrinkage, chills were introduced 

and a core with large bore size was made and the 

machining was eliminated. 
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To Eliminate Stress Relieving 

1. Part numbers that undergo stress relieving are identified 

 
 

2. Residual stress(Mpa) after and before Stress Relieving 

 Residual Stress level in mpa before Stress Relieving 
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 Residual Stress Level in mpa after Stress Relieving 

 
 

2.4 Improve Phase 

Future State Value Stream Mapping 
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Process Fmea 
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2.5 Control Phase 

Control Plan 

 
 

3. CONCLUSION 

 Projected Cost Savings 

 
 
 

 The lead time was reduced from 40.4 hours to 30.3 

hours 

 The shrinkage defect was eliminated in HSTC table 

after the grade was changed to G4. 

 Process FMEA and Process Control Plan was 

developed to control the process. 
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